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N
evermore is a world overripe with 
adventure, intrigue, and horror. The 
broken bodies of the world’s creators 
litter the land and, with the majority 
of gods ruling in absentia, ambitious 
wizards conspire to place all mortals 
under their collective thumb. Haunted 

by the fallout of an ancient war, the people of Nevermore 
are forced to endure the cruel whimsy of powerful 
supernatural beings or accept the governance of the 
Janusian Society in exchange for protection. Nevermore 
needs heroes. Are you ready to be one?

Mythic History
In the beginning there was nothing.

Then, all at once, a churning sea of chaos and stars.
From this sea the Primals sprang into existence. The 

Primals moved through the sea unbridled and, where 
they passed, emanated lesser echoes of their nature. 
Where Primals crossed paths miraculous creatures 
and vistas sprang into existence only to dissolve again 
in the persistent tumult of the sea. Where the Primals 
converged, the stars shuddered at their collective 
presence, and the Worldsbirth began.

In the moment of the Worldsbirth the sea collapsed 
into the Evermore, the omphalos of a new world that 
was continuously generating, pushing outward from 
its center. As the world spilled into existence around 
the Primals, the Primals interactions and intertitanic 
dramas spawned the Firstborn. Where the Primals 
were beings of towering singularity and elemental 
power, the Firstborn were derivative but nuanced, 
fractal reflections of their parents.

The world pouring from the Evermore was a 
kaleidoscopic reflection of the Primals’ collective nature. 
As solid ground and deep oceans formed across the 
face of the new world the Firstborn began to explore 
their home. In time the Firstborn came to have children 
of their own. These would come to be known as the 
Secondborn. The Secondborn had children of their own, 
the Thirdborn, the mortal races.

Ages passed. The Primals’ titanic natures wrecked 
incidental havoc across the face of the world. The 
Firstborn grew jealous of the Primals unparalleled 
ability to craft the raw ichor flowing from the Evermore. 
Then they went to war.

While the Secondborn lined up with the Primals or 
the Firstborn, most Thirdborn were too preoccupied 
with trying to survive the war to pick a side. The 
Firstborn and there armies were no match for the 

Primals but were capable of cooperation and planning 
the Primals weren’t.

The war began to end when the Firstborn, Ialdabea, 
placed a Great Seal over the Evermore. The continuous 
generation of new world slowed to a crawl and the 
rush of primordial ichor that constantly flowed forth all 
became a drip. Deprived of the ichor that rejuvenated 
and refreshed their titanic nature, the Primals were 
vulnerable in a way they never had been before. By the 
time the fighting ended, the world wore the scars of the 
war across its face and the Primals lay broken, bleeding, 
but unable to truly die.

When the last Primal fell, Ialdabea drew what ichor 
remained in the Evermore and created a Golden City 
where she and her allies could rest in perpetuity.

Nevermore Today
Many of the players of the mythic past are now greatly 
diminished in their ability to exert power over the world 
or willingly choose to be absent. In the power vacuum, 
a world spanning institution has risen that rivals the 
power of the gods and titans that came before.

The Primals
Though broken and unable to rise from their grave-
prisons, the Primals still exude their power and will into 
the world. Where the Primals lie, the ground, water, and 
sky are tainted with Primal essence. In the northern 
Outlands, Tiamat’s body still rots and regenerates, 
spawning draconic monsters and subtly affecting the 
fertility of nearby Thirdborn. On the other side of the 
world, the wreckage of Orodruin turns the nearby land 
into a perpetual furnace while metal veins and ores take 
on unusual properties. The remains of other Primals 
are strewn across Nevermore and have a similar 
distorting impact on their surroundings.

The Primals’ ongoing influence on the world doesn’t 
end with the boundaries of their grave-prisons. While 
their bodies are trapped in the perpetual agony of 
neither living nor dying, their minds are twisted in a 
constant half-conscious nightmare. In those moments 
when a Primal is nearly awake and fully consumed with 
its hatred for the world that betrayed it, its essence 
seeks out a vessel similarly tormented and grants it a 
portion of the Primal’s power. Although imbued with 
their titanic nature, the Tormented are not beholden to 
the Primals and often use their new powers for their 
own petty and self-serving gain.
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The Gods
When the Firstborn won the war against the Primals, 
Ialdabea created the Golden City. Ialdabea and her allies 
left Nevermore to dwell in this new world, recover from 
the war, and rule from a distance. In practice this rule 
in absentia is no rule at all. Preoccupied with the divine 
politicking of the Golden City, the gods rarely intervene 
in the affairs of Nevermore or its people. Despite their 
distance from mortal affairs, the Firstborn are the most 
commonly worshipped gods in Nevermore.

Not all gods were called to live in the Golden City. 
Secondborn who sided with the Primals or took no 
side at all remained on Nevermore and are often active 
in the affairs of the world. These gods have a wide 
variety of relationships with the people of Nevermore. 
Some Secondborn set themselves up as rulers of a 
region, others demand steep sacrifices to stay their 
divine wrath, while others do what they can to ease the 
burdens of the Thirdborn that worship them.

The Janusian Society
The modern era of Nevermore is shrouded in the long 
shadow of the Janusian Society. Originally founded 
to advance its members collective pool of arcane 
knowledge, the Janusian Society expanded in power and 
influence when it began to find practical applications 
for the esoteric knowledge they’d gathered. As the 
Society grew from an organization to an institution it 
made alliances with nations across the world and built a 
series of campuses in eight host states. These campuses 
are known as Seats, with each Seat correlating to one 
school of magic.

The Janusians claim their goal is the betterment of the 
Thirdborn races through techno-magical advances. It is 
an open secret that the leaders of the Janusian Society 
seek to cement its control over the nations that host its 
campuses until it is the de facto head of a federation of 
states. Less well known is the Society’s active pursuit of 
a number of arcane projects to exert even more direct 
and complete control over Nevermore.
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